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in the course of their journey, the justice league encounters numerous problems. first, they
encounter the wizard shazam, who is looking for black adam. shazam tells the team that adam has
been on a rampage, and that he has destroyed a number of small towns. then they encounter the
meteorite that was found by the justice league in the first issue, and wonder why it has not been
destroyed. the justice league then comes across a number of survivors from the crashed spaceship.
the justice league defeats their foes, and the survivors are taken back to the justice league
headquarters, where they tell their stories. they tell of a war that was going on between the alien
entity known as darkseid and his allies, including the evil god known as grigori. the justice league
battles grigori, but when he is defeated, the justice league and their allies are all killed by the
shadowy villain known as parademons. after the deaths of their friends, the survivors decide to go
their separate ways, each going on their own adventure. the survivors tell black adam about the
corpses of their friends. black adam then tells the justice league that his wife is gone, and he is now
going to find her. during the second and third issues, black adam attacks shazam's home, prompting
the child to call on his friends for help. the young heroes, billy batson, mary marvel and freddy
freeman, storm the house and rescue shazam, who explains that he called upon his friends because
he was afraid that he would be alone in his home without his super-strength. with the help of the
heroes, shazam changes back into captain marvel, and the heroes battle adam. in the end, the
heroes defeat adam by trapping him in a magical vortex, and he is then sent back to the prison
dimension. however, during the battle, black adam reveals that he knows that he will eventually be
defeated, and this allows him to gain strength from shazam's desire to save his friends and family.
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the characters in the film are all archetypes, and some of the archetypes may be problematic. billy is
a heroic character who is empowered by the magic of shazam. he lives in a magical land where the
sun shines and the rain falls. the culture of the land is that of generosity and kindness, and billy is
shown to be kind, thoughtful, compassionate, and helpful, and he even shares some of his power

with a man experiencing homelessness. he is shown to be willing to defy authority, even at the risk
of his life. billy is also shown to be kind and compassionate, standing up for a black man

experiencing homelessness. billy's role model is his father, shazam, who also embodies these
positive qualities, even though he doesn't have superpowers and is in the human form of teth-adam.
billy's family are shown as being loving and supportive, a trait he can draw from them. osiris and set
are evil characters who are villains. black adam is a villainous character who is empowered by the
magic of shazam. the culture of the land is that of deception, betrayal, and selfishness. even when
faced with temptation, billy does not succumb to the temptations of the world but stays true to his
values. he remains compassionate, kind, and supportive even when tempted by greed and evil. the
principal characters in the film are all archetypes, and some of the archetypes may be problematic.
black adam is a villainous character who is empowered by the magic of shazam. the culture of the
land is that of deception, betrayal, and selfishness. even when faced with temptation, he does not

succumb to the temptations of the world but stays true to his values. he is shown to be kind,
compassionate, and helpful even though he is evil. 5ec8ef588b
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